1) Best TA I've ever had. Always explains everything very well. His sections and office hours are basically more important than the lecture. Others and I agree that we might as well have Franklin teach the class instead of the professor because he doesn't only integrate what the professor teaches in lecture, but he adds very helpful explanations that are pretty much vital for understanding the material.

2) Great engaging TA! He's been very helpful.

3) Not only is the TA very funny, he is good at making people love math. He teaches the homework in an easier way but doesn't just give the homework answers away. He has his little "hints" that he gives us to do the homework problems which would put us into the right track but would never give the direct answer away.

4) He wears a lot of orange. I have only seen him wear a different color T-shirt once. I think you guys should look into this, find out if he has any other clothes, and if not help him buy some other clothes.

5) Very good TA. Explains the material from another perspective and very enjoyable to go to his sections and office hours.

6) Franklin was very helpful and made the course material more understandable. I noticed most students, including myself, were less stressed out after a visit to one of his office hours. And he held various office hours during the week so most students attended. He always responded to email questions with complete and concise responses. He also showed that he really cared about students gaining knowledge in this course. I would like to have him as a TA for additional courses.

7) Franklin is awesome. He's always cheerful, smiling and wearing orange. He goes out of his way to help us... and once even had cookies at office hours. You should hire him to be an instructor! If he's not the TA for Math 142B I will be incredibly disappointed.

8) I am certain that if it weren't for him I would not have done nearly as well in this class as I've managed to do. Franklin is an excellent TA, who shows genuine concern for the progress of his students, and his enthusiasm for the material is contagious.

9) I prefer going to Franklin's section and office hours more than going to class. Franklin's way of explaining is so much easier to understand than the professor explanations. Franklin goes out of the way to help me and the other students understand the materials. He encourages all types of questions so, we get a very good grasp of the materials. Franklin stands out from all the other TAs because he is very understanding and knows that this is a hard material so he takes his time to help us understand. He makes it easy to approach him with any questions. If I had a choice I would want Franklin to be my TA for all my classes.

10) Franklin was a decent TA in that he was able to answer most questions and always emphasized the main points and tried to give a summary of the more important summary of the concepts. But his explaining of the material is sometimes very confusing and even when I look over my notes directly after, I still do not understand the problem.

11) Franklin is awesome. His holding of so many office hours throughout the week really helped me out with understanding the homework and preparing for exams. I probably would've dropped the class had he not been the TA.

12) Franklin is a tremendously good TA. He knows the material inside and out, and does an excellent job conveying that knowledge to his students. Without him, I would have stayed stuck on at least half of the homework problems. I hope he is able to do 142B. Thanks, Franklin!

13) TA is cool and puts a lot of effort into TA'ing, relative to some others

14) Franklin ROCKS
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